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AB91RACT 1979, as well as a large experimental program to support
its development and assessment. T erimentsImprovements achieved in thermal-hydraulics with �e set of exp

development of Best Estimate computer codes, have led provides a comprehensive database covering the entire
number of Safety Authorities to preconize realistic range of thermal-hydraulic and thermornechanic
analyses instead of conservative calculations. The phenomena of importance in accident transients.
potentiality of a Best Estimate approach for the analysis Regarding regulatory requirements, French Safety
of LOCAs urged FRAMATOME to early enter into the Authorities consider as acceptable the use of BE
development with CEA and EDF of the 2nd generation approaches insofar uncertainty is evaluated by means of
code CATHARE, then of a LBLOCA BE methodology an appropriate methodology which guarantees that
with BWNT following the Code Scaling Applicability margins are accurately quantified.
and Uncertainty (CSAU) proceeding. CATHARE and FRAMATOME also pursues an internal R&D program
TRAC are the basic tools for LOCA studies which will for improving LOCA methodology in coherence with
be performed by FRAMATOME according to either a state of art evolutions of knowledge, computing models,
deterministic better estimate (dbe) methodology or a and regulation. It addresses three axes of development 
Statistical Best Estimate (SBE) methodology. * improvement of the Appendix-K -type Evaluation

Model by including up-graded BE codes and models;
INTRODUCTION * development of a deterministic better estimate (dbe)

Significant improvements were made in thermal methodology;
hydraulics during the last two decades, and the * development of a Statistical Best Estimate (SBE)
understanding of the phenomena involved in the Design methodology following the NRC Code Scaling
Basis Accidents is now well established. It is the Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU) proceeding 
consequence of considerable efforts undertaken world- In 1974, as physical knowledges in thermal-
wide to carry out comprehensive experimental research hydraulics were rather linifted, the USNRC published the
programs and to develop realistic codes enabling Best Appendix K of the 10 Federal Register 50.46 which
Estimate calculations of accident scenarios such as prescribed the rules to be applied in order to calculate
LOCAs. Thereupon, it is widely acknowledged that large conservatively the consequences of a LOCA. The goal
safety margins exist in current reactor design and pursued was to ensure that the imposed penalties would
operation due to the very conservative approach on ' compensate eventual code deficiency or lack of adequate
which design was based. A realistic analysis of the models. Appendix K requirements allowed to guarantee
reactor response following postulated breaks provides the the conservatism of computed results without the need
best means to confirm and quantify these margins giving for an evaluation of uncertainties. Nevertheless, their
the possibility of relaxing unnecessary limitations on main drawback was to introduce undesirable distortions
reactor operation without impairing plant safety in any within the calculations leading to unrealistic simulations.
way. Such realistic analyses can be achieved using Such drawbacks do not exist with the dbe approach,
advanced two-fluid thermal-hydraulic computer codes since unrealistic correlations are replaced by BE models.
such as CATHARE1 or TRAC2, with methodologies The overall conservatism of computed results is ensured
complying with revised rules (for instance revised by the choice of penalising initial and boundary
Appendix K to 10CFR50 in USA) which imply to conditions rather than by biases in the t/h models. In that
associate Best Estimate calculations with an evaluation of way it is possible to modulate the overall resulting
the related uncertainty quantified through a statistical conservatism by tuning the individual conservatisms
analysis with a high confidence level. affected to the code inputs. This "conservatism-adjusted"

In France, the joint development between EDF, CEA method provides an alternate approach to a SBE
and FRAmATomF of the CATHARE code started in methodology. FRAMATOME advanced ECCS methods
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correspond to these three axes Appendix K approach is order to produce two-phase performance data as input for
addressed by the MEFRA2 methodology3 the dbe and the -D pump model to be next used in a system
the SBE approaches rely on the use of CATHARE and calculation. While its qualification is based on tests
TRAC codes. The choice of these codes has been set to relevant to pump designs typical of PWR Coolant
cover all potential needs that FRAMATOME could face in Pumps, fairly good results were obtained for a multistage
the different countries world-wide. In a first stage pump used for petroleum/gas two-phase flows.
CATHARE is used according to a dbe approach, while 2-D Downcomer Module This module is a key
an improved version of TRAC-PFl/MOD.2 (so-called element of CATHARE2 which allows to calculate the
FMOD) is the tool retained for the SBE methodology two-dimensional flow patterns within the downcomer
developed with BWNT. during the blowdown phase of a large cold leg break

LOCA preferential penetration of ECCS water on the
CATHARE CODE DEVELOPNONT opposite side of the break and reverse core steam flow in

the upward direction near the break (Fig. 1).
Purpose of the CATHARE code

CATHARE is an advanced, two-fluid, thermal-
hydraulic code designed for use in realistic studies of
accident thermal-hydraulics in Pressurised Water
Reactors (PWRs). The transients of interest are all those �_CLI' C2- BL
leading to two-phase flows in which core degradation is
limited to fuel cladding deformation and bursting. k- F-1

Main Characteristics of CATHARE

Axial Module The basic CATHARE module
consists of a 1-D module with six field equations for
separate processing of liquid and steam. In addition two

_Jmass equations can be added to account for two non
condensable gases assumed to be transferred within the
steam phase. AZB4UTHAL SEMRS

Volume Module The volume module is designed to Figure I - Void Fraction Field within the Downcomer
describe fluid behaviour in large volume regions where it of a 4-loop Plant - LBLOCA (t = 25 s - Cathare2

is not channelled in a preferential direction of flow. In

this module are defined a bottom subvolume, which has a Fuel rod model It simulates the thermornechanical

liquid dominant and a top subvolume, with a steam behaviour of the rod for clad oxidation and consequent

dominant, It uses nine internal conservation equations 4 heat and hydrogen production, dynamic gap conductance

mass, 4 energy, and I hydrostatic balance equations). involving clad swelling and burst strain in case of clad

They are connected with other modules by specialised. rupture. The clad deformation process accounts for the

junctions in which dedicated correlations can be internal gap pressure variations. Creep rate and burst

introduced to account for specific phenomena (for stress are'calculated with respect to the kinetics of phase

instance lower plenum voiding during blowdown). transformation of Zircaloy (oc, x+p, P) by mean of a

TEE junction module it is a point, three-junction mechanistic model developed in the frame of the EDGAR

model enabling representation of currents at connections program5.

between two pipes. It uses 4 internal mass and energy

equations in each phase and 2 momentum equations at

the 3 junctions. Phase separation correlations were

developed for a stratified flow in the main piping and for 1 - AVERAGE 2--- AZI. HOT POTI

a flow leaving the connected pipe, in accordance with its 350 -
position (horizontal, vertical top or bottom). STRAIN /1_J -- - - - -2-

Pump Model In two-phase conditions, the -D 280 -

pump model uses the same approach as in the TRAC

code with definition of totally degraded performance and 210 -

degradation function depending upon the void fraction at

the purrip inlet. Also available in CATHARE2, the 1-D 140 -

axial pump module is based on a mechanistic modelling

of two-phase degradation phenomena condensation, 70 -

flashing, phase slip and stratifications. Starting from the

accurate geometry description of the pump, this module 0 -

which does not require the knowledge of experimental 0 -50 100 150 200

results on two-phase pump performance, can be used Figure 2 Hot Spot and Average Cladding Strain

either directly in a system calculation or separately in versus Time at the burst location - Cathare2
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A new fuel thermal model applicable to U02 and
MOX fuel for a wide range of bum-up, and an analytical (M) 1 - CATHARE EXP
pseudo 2-13 rod model are implemented in the 3.50
FRAmATOME version of CATHARE. The 2-D rod model HEIGHT
allows to account for effects of cladding azimuthal 2.80
temperature gradients on clad ballooning and rupture
processes during LOCA transients caused by the pellet
eccentricity. The instability criterion and the rupture 2.10
stress derived from EDGAR single rod burst tests are
applied locally to the azimuthal hot spot of the clad, 1.40 13
leading to an average clad strain lower than the hot spot
local strain (Fig. 2. ,700

Code Versions Since 1979 six versions of TIME (S)
CATHARE and five versions of the set of constitutive 0.000 0 100 200 300
laws (known as a Revision) have been released up to
now. The current version is CATHARE2-VI.3E. The Figure 3 - FLECHT SEASET test n'31302 - Quench
next version, CATHARE2-VI.4 preliminary released in Front Elevation versus Time - Cathare

December 93, will be characterised by generalised 3-D
modelling capabilities and the possibility to account for
four non condensable gases. USE OF TRAC BY FRAMATOME

CATHARE Assessment Purpose of the TRAC Code

The assessment process of CATHARE is a prominent The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) is an
argument of its credibility which has been the subject of
many publications6,7. Therefore the following will only advanced two-fluid thermal-hydraulic code developed by
highlight some specific contributions of FRAMATOME. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) which, as

Developmental Assessment CATHARE validation CATHARE, is devoted to calculate realistically the
response of PWRs to LOCAs. Until the release of

is based on a widespread qualification by Separate Effect CATHARE VlA, TRAC was the only t/h system code
Tests (some 300 SETs corresponding to nearly thirty having 3-D modelling capabilities.
different test facilities support the qualification of the
current Revision 5) and by a verification on a large TRAC Assessment
matrix of Integral Effect Tests, equivalent in scope to TRAC qualification took place in two phases. The
ICAP or OECD matrixes. first phase of qualification (developmental assessment)

Independent Assessment A significant work in the was carried out during development of the code in order
frame of the assessment of CATHARE is performed to evaluate the limits of validity of the method, models,
independently of the CATHARE Team (CT) by French and equations used in the version being developed. The
and foreign Organisations, contributing widely to its second phase of qualification (independent assessment)
reliability. FRAMATOME also supplements this validation involves approval of final versions of TRAC available to
program with an independent evaluation to provide users by independent organisations. This phase consists
specific validation of phenomena not studied by the CT: in evaluating the predictive capabilities of the code when
for instance, validation of an economiser-type SG applied to simulation of tests not used in its
secondary system model based on MEGEVE tests, development. TRAC-PF1 also benefited from much
qualification of interfacial friction in rod geometry via additional independent assessment within the scope of the
sixteen slow uncovering-type transient PERICLES tests. International Code Assessment Program (ICAP) grouping
Regarding LBLOCA FRAMATOME performed an fifteen countries (including France via CEA).
independent qualification of the reflooding module of
CATHARE on FLECHT-SEASET tests which had never FkcwATow experience with TRAC

been calculated by CATHARE previously thus Successive versions of TRAC have been used by
preventing from tuning effect. It allowed to point out that FRAMATOME from PD2 to PFl1MOD.2, covering both
calculated results showed fairly good agreement with experimental tests and reactor calculations. TRAC-PF1 is
most of the experiments' (Fig. 3 presently used for calculating the system thermal-

Conclusion hydraulic transient during the reflood phase of a LB
LOCA as part of the MEFRA2 Evaluation Model.

CATHARE proved to be a realistic and reliable tool Miscellaneous PERICLES and FLECHT reflood tests
in the domain of accident thermal-hydraulics and it is the were simulated with MOD. 1 V14.3 and MOD.2 V-5.3
FRAMATOME privileged tool for performing safety using different modelling in order to derive an optimal
studies on PWRs of various designs such as the input model for the SBE CSAU application. They
European Pressurised Reactor PR) or VVER reactors. confirmed that MOD.2 highly improves the reflood test

predictions compared to MOD. 1. It predicts fairly well
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quench front propagation and clad temperature profiles + Grid rewetting is based on a thermal process in
(Fig. 5) except for low flooding rate for which MOD.2 which quench front propagates as the Leidenfrost
overpredicts quench times everywhere and turnaround temperatures. Grid to liquid HT downstream of the
temperatures in the upper part of the core (Fig. 6 The quench front involving thermal-hydraulic mechanisms is
reason for the moderate agreement obtained in the latter neglected. The GRM is activated within a domain of
cases is attributed to an incorrect coding of the Unal two-phase flow conditions up to a void fraction threshold
correlation for dispersed flow film boiling, and to an in which it can be iplicitly considered that liquid
inadequate adjustment of the transition boiling length in deposition is sufficient for developing a liquid film if the
the Reflood model9. After introducing appropriate local wall temperature of the grid is lower than the
corrections, predictions become pretty good for all the Leidenfrost temperature. Consequently no mass balance
domain of reflood test conditions. calculation is performed for the liquid film;

TRAC-FMOD version # Direct liquid/vapor interfacial HT enhancement
due to additional liquid surface is neglected in the current

Taking benefits of a large experience with TRAC, version of FMOD;
FRAMATomE has brought several improvements in its * Radiative HT between the rod, the fluid and the
personal (so-called FMOD) version of MOD2: grid, and convective HT between the fluid and the grid

* Implementation on HP work-station; are solely considered. The grid acts as to convey heat
* Correction of the Reflood model; from the rod and the vapor to the liquid phase,
* Development of decoupling capabilities enabling increasing vaporisation which desuperheats the vapor.

to perform fuel assembly thennal-hydraulics or fuel rod Quenching of the grid is mainly determined by
thermoinechanics post-calculations using a same TRAC- conduction within the grid structure and radiation with
computed RCS thermal-hydraulics transient; the rod and the vapor. The energy balance on each mesh

+ Implementation of a grid model simulating grid of the grid is written as follows

effects on cooling of fuel rods during reflood; -PT
AA o + �Prad - pconv p.cp.A. aT

Implementation of a thermomechanical rod model &2 at
accounting for dynamic gap conductance, clad swelling where ad is the net linear radiative heat flux
and rupture, and for alteration of the fuel pellet physical (Pr
properties with bum-up, consistently with CATHARE. received by the grid, conv is the grid-to-fluid convec-

Grid Model The effects of ftiel assembly grid tive heat flux, A, and pp are respectively the grid

spacers and mixing vanes on heat transfer mechanism cross section, the thermal conductivity and the heat

during reflood have been thoroughly studied in France capacity of the grid aterial. The grid-to-fluid heat flux

(ERSEC'O and PERICLES11 tests). It was pointed out is calculated assuming radiation with liquid and vapor,

that the grids interact with the fluid and the rods, ausing and convection with vapor only for the dry part of the

an enhancement of heat transfers (HT) at the location and grid, or with liquid only for the fully rewetted part of the

downstream of the grid, according to three mechanisms grid (Fig. 4 In transition boiling HT is calculated

# Convective Enhancement (CE); according to a parabolic interpolation between fully-dry
and fully-wet conditions. Radiative heat fluxes are

+ Grid Rewet (GR); obtained By the Sun-Gonzalez model 14 for two-phase

* Droplet Break-up (1311). flow conditions where the fluid can be considered as

The two first effects only are presently modelled in optically thin (dispersed flow). An evaluation of the

FMOD. The correlation for local Nusselt numbers at impact of the grid models has been made by mean of

downstream of the grids proposed by Yao, Hochreiter simulations of the PERICLES reflood tests. An example

and Leech 12 is retained for convective enhancement, is given on Figure 7 for the PERICLES test n'l.

0.13z
Nu(z) Dh_ Ocond

1 + 5,55.b.e
Nu-

where Nu, Dh_ and b are the Nusselt number, hydraulic (I rad <
diameter, and blockage ratio of the grid respectively, and - - < vapor

z is the distance from the grid leading edge. grid rod

Because grids are unpowered, they can quench before (Dcorr,:

the rods. PERICLES tests were especially instrumented Fui
with thermocouples brazed onto the grid, measuring the Occ�d\-
temperature and quenching time of the grid. The GR E
model (GRM) implemented in FMOD account for the

kinetics of grid quenching and for thermal effects of a

rewetted grid on rod cooling according to the following
Figure 4 - Schematic of the Grid Rewet Model of

assumptions TRAC/FMOD.
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ADVANCED LB LOCA METHODOLOGY REFERENCES
DEVELOPMENT I J.C. MCAELLI, et al., "CATHARE Best Estimate

Advanced ECCS methodologies are developped Thermathydraulic Code for Safety Reactor Sdies - Last
following a first axis which addresses the dbe approach Development", International NS/ANS Conference Thermal
with CATHARE, and a second axis which addresses the Reactor Safety, Avignon, 27 Oct., 1988.

SBE approach with TRAC-PFI/MOD.2. 2. TRAC 1991 - TRAC PFI MOD2 Theory Manual -
Better Estimate Methodology its objective is to Draft given by LANL

derive a method for creating a plant input deck such as
the resulting penalty be slightly higher than the overall 3. J.Y. SAUVAGE, P. ATTAL, and S. LORIN,
uncertainty at 95 % confidence level. In a first stage the "Qualification of the MEFRA2 Large Break Evaluation Model
code sensitivity to various assumptions and parameters is on BETHSY Tests" - NURETH-5, 4 p.1021-1031, Salt Lake
investigated in order to get a reliable BE calculation in City, UT, USA, 1992
which the reactor sensitivity factors are quantified and 4. P VAN DEN HOVE, and G. GEFFRAYE, "The
compared with relevant experimental values. This allows CATHARE Code One-Dimension Pump Model", NURETH-5,
to check that there is no abnormal code sensitivity to (4)p. 1129-1137, Salt Lake City, UT, USA, 1992.
some plant specific parameters (if it were the case, the 5. M. REOCREUX, E.F. SCOTT de ARTINVILLE,
model concerned should be modified) and to rank the "A Study of Fuel Behavior in PWR Design Basis Accident: An
parameters according to their impact on the computed Analysis of Results from PHEBUS and EDGAR Experiments",
results. Then the uncertainties on the main plant data are AWdear Engineering and Design, 124 p. 363-378, 1990.
affected to inputs simultaneously to produce a bounded
calculation that is compared to the BE calculation. 6. J.C. ROUSSEAU, and G. HOUDAYER, Advanced
Finally the related penalty is verified to be higher than Safety Code CATHARE, Summary of Verification Studies on
the overall uncertainty quantified on a SBE basis. If the Separate Effect Experiments", 2nd International Topical
resulting penalty is too high, uncertainty on inputs can be Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermalhydraulics, Santa Barbara,
reduced to a lower level (for instance 80% confidence). California, Jan. 1983.

On the contrary, if the result is too favourable, additional 7. D. BESTION, "he Physical Closure Laws in the
penalties must be introduced (for instance on decay heat). CATHARE Code", Nuclear Engineering and Design, 124)
This philosophy is applied to LOCA and non LOCA p. 229-245, 1990.
studies related to the EPR designed by NPI with
CATHARE, and also for safety studies related to VVER 8. M.C. TUSSEAU, "Code CATHARE, Qualification sur
reactors for which the mechanistic models and the Essais de Renoyage LECHT SEASET", FRATEC n297,
flexibility of CATHARE enable to cope with new published by Framatome.

modelling features due to Hot Leg or Upper Plenum 9. D. ROCHWERGER, M. GAURRAND, J.Y.
injection. Recently Framatome and EDF have decided to SAUVAGE, J. THIBAUDEAU, E. VLOTEAU, "TRAC-
jointly enter in the development of a similar methodology PFl/MOD2 Assessment in the Frame of a LOCA Best
applying to the current French plant design. Estimate Methodology", submited to the International

Best Estimate methodology its objective is to Conference on New Trends in Nuclear System
provide a reference method to quantify uncertainties on Thermohydraulics, Pisa, June 1994.
peak clad temperature, cladding oxidation and hydrogen
generation in case of LBLOCA. It is based on the 10. P. CEMENT, R. DERUAZ, and J.M. VETEAU,
CSAU15 method and is first applied to a FRAMATOME "Reflooding of a PWR Bundle - Effect of Iet lowrate
1500 M[We 4-loop plant. According to CSAU, for each Oscillations and Spacer Grids", presented at the European Two-
of the key phenomena the code applicability is checked. Phase Flow Group Meeting, Paris, June 1982.
Once the code models are adequate, models and data - IL J.M.VETEAUP.CLEMENTandR.DERUAZ,"2-D
related uncertainties are then determined. For remaining Effects During Reflooding of a PWR Forced Reflood Tests of
inadequate code models or if uncertainties related to Pericles Program", European Two-Phase Flow Group Meeting,
particular phenomena cannot be established, biases are Rome, June 1984.

calculated to be added to the overall uncertainty. 12. S.C. YAO, L.E. HOCHREITER, and W.J. LEECH,
Sensitivity calculations are then run to determine the "Heat Tnsfer Augmentation in Rod Bundles Near Grid
cladding temperature response surface of the code for the Spacers", 80 WAXT-62, Feb. 1984.
plant considered. The probability density function of the
peak cladding temperature is determined through Monte 13. E.N. GANIC, and W.M. ROHSENOW, "Proceeding
Carlo sampling of the response surface. Biases are then of the Two-Phase Flow and Heat Transfer Symposium-
added to the probability density ftinction to provide a Workshop", Fort Lauderdale, Florida, USA, 1976.

peak cladding temperature at 95 % probability level. 14. K.H. SUN, J.M. GONZALEZ, and C.L. TIEN,

"Calculation of Combined Radiation and Convection H.T in
Rod Bundles under Emergency Cooling Conditions", J. Heat
Transfer, Trans. ASME 98 414,1976
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Figure - Quench Front Elevation and Clad Temperature versus time - FLECHT SEASET test n' 31302 Gin = 76.5 gle. s)
TRAC-PFI/MOD.2 V5.3 (standard)
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Figure 6 - Quench Front Elevation and Clad Temperature versus time - LECHT SEASET test a' 31504 (Gin= 24 Kg/m2.s)
TRAC-PFI/MOD.2 V5.3 - (standard vs modified version)
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Figure 7 - Clad Temperature Profile at 150s and Grid n5 Temperature versus time PERICLES Cylindrical test n I
(Gi,=36 Kg/M2.S - TRAC/FMOD with Grid models activated.
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